We investigate theoretically and experimentally multiconical transverse patterns of degenerate optical parametric oscillators in monolithic mini-cavities. We show tunability of conical emission angle, switching between different resonant cones, and simultaneous emission on different cones.
The multi-conical emission for OPOs was theoretically described and investigated in [1] . Experimentally nonlinear multiconical patterns were never observed in OPOs, however were observed in a related systems like the Photorefractive Oscillators [2] . We report here the results of our theoretical-experimental study of the multiconical emission of monolithical OPOs: 1) we present the results of numerical study based on numerical integration of OPO equations without using the mean field approximation; 2) we give the experimental evidence of multiconical emission; 3) we show experimentally and interpret theoretically the tunability of the angles of the conical and multiconical emission Our theoretical study is based on the non-mean-field model of a degenerate OPO, as introduced e.g. in [3]: 
The phase mismatch k ∆ in the present study is set to zero, assuming a phase matched interaction for simplicity. Equations (1) are coupled with the boundary conditions:
where r is the reflectivity of the output mirror (assuming 100% reflectivity for subharmonics of input mirror), L is the full resonator length, and kL = ∆ϕ is the phase mismatch over the resonator roundtrip. We integrated (1) using a split step technique, i.e. integrating the nonlinear part in the space domain and the diffractive part in the spatial wave-vector (Fourier) domain on a grid of (n x ,n y ,n z )= (256, 256, 128) . Typical numerical results are shown in Fig.1 .: the nonlinear patterns are very different for different detunings. For small detuning the zigzagged phase domains can appear, where zigzagging is due to coexistence of the radiation on two different resonant rings (different space scales) ( Fig.1.a) . For moderate detuning the locking between spatial field harmonics on different resonant rings can occurs, leading e.g. to stripes with pronounced high harmonics (flat top stripes) ( Fig.1.b) . At some values of detunings a competition between the different resonant rings can occur, leading to spatial separation of the radiation on different longitudinal modes (Fig.1.c) . In the latter case the patterns with two different spatial scales are clearly visible.
The experiments used a BBO type I crystal of QWAB3-P28 size 5x5x1.7 mm, with the thickness 1.7 mm along the propagation direction. The phase matching direction for degenerate parametric down conversion at 532 nm is coincident with the optical axis of the cavity. High-transmission coatings for 532 nm and high-reflection coatings for 1064nm were used, resulting in a monolithic mini-cavity for subharmonic radiation. High reflectivity 94% at 1064 nm results in finesse of the cavity F=50. The BBO monolithic mini-cavity was pumped with 532 nm pulses of 10 mJ energy. The pump beam diameter at the mini-cavity face plate was 2 mm. .  Fig 2 a) shows a typical near field OPO emission pattern. First of all the quality of the monolithic crystal was not ideal: several defects, in bulk as well as on the surface, were present resulting in distorted near field distributions (white spot surrounded by concentric rings). These defects limit severely the possibility to observe theoretically predicted patterns, however several signatures of theoretically predicted multi-longitudinal-mode patterns can be identified. The coexistence of stripes with different spatial scales is observed . Fig 2 b) shows a typical far field OPO emission pattern. Signal and idler waves are always generated with a particular angle between them (conical emission). The pump beam direction is always between the signal and idler waves. 
